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The $oI)ti_{I11}a1_{8\dagger_{\mathfrak{l}})}(11)iiig$ riiles witli $n\iota|1[ti_{[\rangle}1_{t^{1}}sc\backslash 1oc:ti)n\backslash \cdot$ of $\iota\geq 1ol)jec\,s$ witli tlie $o1$ ) $jc^{1}ct_{\mathfrak{l}}i\backslash e$
to maximire the $P\cdot$ ) of $01)t,aiui_{1l}g$ the $|)est$ obj $c\cdot ct$, are; stiidiecl for I,wo ]$)robleins$ with
an iinknown number of objects:the pro $l$)$1em$ with random number of objects, and the problem
where the objects arrive according to a homogeneous Poisson process with unknown intensity
$\lambda$ . Tbese two probleins are variati$rnc$)$f$ th$t!5O$-calIetl $s(\}cret,aryprot)[c:m$ . $Th:e|$ article $iilt.rod\uparrow lr:es$
$\sigma’:\iota sierI\mathfrak{n}et.hc)(1\uparrow)a\backslash ec1$ on tlie oiie-stagc look-alieacl $firncI$ ioii (clcfiiecl $hcrci_{I1}$ ) $clc^{\backslash }pt.11(1ing$ on $m$
iticl $it*iT(’(1lrsiV^{1}rc^{Y}1ationo\iota 1$ the $Il11tI1\mathfrak{j})I^{\backslash }rn$ , to fili( $1$ tlin (1) , $11$) riile $t$( $r$ all , ,, wit, $1_{1}$ ) $11|$,
lir($-\backslash c\cdot tsoli\iota t.ioii$ of $0^{s}t[\cdot(IlS\hslash tlgg_{C\triangleleft t\iota})yy_{111I1}[)r()R^{r:1111i1}ff^{\dot{\alpha}1}11^{ro:\iota(}-1_{1}$ .
$:\backslash \Gamma^{_{\lrcorner}}CI1\Gamma’I^{\cdot}A$ $f$l $Y$ $lnoRl7^{\backslash }\prime kl_{j}OI^{r}1’ 1MA1_{r}\epsilon^{r}\backslash 1^{\cdot}()f^{\supset}\Gamma ING$
$Ah\cdot tS$ 1991 $S1f$ BJ $F_{\lrcorner}O^{\backslash }\prime 1’ c\iota\wedge SS1\Gamma^{}[\mathfrak{c}^{1}A^{r}I^{\cdot}IC)N:Pl1$ IMAIIY $6oc40:^{qp,C’ ONI)\wedge \mathbb{R}Y}6211_{\backslash }5$
1. Introduction
A iiiaii $01$)$serves$ the sec$l^{}$ of inclepeiideiit $rall(-loIll$ variable, , $X_{1},$ $dY_{2},$ $\cdots$ , $X_{n}$ aiicl
miist clecide whether to $accel$) $t$ or not after each $ol$)$servations$ with the objective to inaxiiiii $7_{J}e$
the $I)robability$ of obtaining the $t$) $estobjec\cdot t$ , that is, $111ax\{X_{1}, \cdots , X_{n}\}$ wheii at most
$m(\geq 1)$ selections are allowed, where $m$. is a $1$)$1\cdot ecleterminecl$ number. This $prol$)$lemI_{1}a\backslash s$
been stiicliecl $1$ )$yGill)eI\cdot tail(1Moste11e^{1}r[1]$ . Wlieii $rr\iota=1$ , tliis is a well-kiiowii $c:1a_{\backslash }Ssi_{C^{\backslash },i}i1$
secretary probleui. However, they are not tlic originators of $t1_{1}ecla\backslash s$sical sccret$\mathfrak{c}\backslash ry1$)$rol)le\Pi 1$ .
Iiifonnatioii OIl tlie $fo\iota lIldations$ of tlie $pro1_{-)}1eIi1$ caii $1$) $e$ found in Fergiisoii [2]. Tliey liave
investigated the iniiltiple selection models for the $so- c:e\backslash 1led$ iio-information case of secretary
$1)roblem$ or $ol)tiillal$ selection $I$) $rol)1\epsilon\cdot m$ . In tlie no-iiiforiiiation $ca$,se, $X_{i}$ is regarded tlie
relative rank of tlie ith $0\dagger$)$jccts$ among the ffist $i$ objects (rank 1 being best) iiiicler tlie
$C\backslash SStlnlI))j\cdot\iota\iota e^{Y}nti_{\iota}\backslash .\Pi yi_{I1}$ rancl $()iriorcle:rwi\uparrow l1_{c}\backslash 11_{71},!or(1e!ri_{I}\iota gs$
being equally likely ancl all that caii be observed are the relative raiik of the $ol$)$jects$ as
they are $I$)$resPntecl$ . $Th\iota lsX_{i}$ are $incleI$) $eIl(lent$ raiicioiii $v,\backslash 1^{\cdot}ia\dagger)les$ ancl the $(listrit)iltir)n$ of $X_{i}$
is given $1$)$yP(X_{i}=j)=1/i$ for $j=1,2,$ $\cdots$ , $i$ for $i=I,$ $2,$ $\cdots,$ $n$ .
*Postal aclclress: Departniciit of Inforiiiatiou Systenis ancl Qtiantitative Scieiiccs, $N_{i}u1ran$ Uiiiversity.
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For tlle $I$)$ro1\rangle 1_{P}\iota n$ witli two selections, $Haggstro\iota n[3]$ has $st\iota 1r1ie(1$ in tlle general settiiig
$\backslash 11dS_{e}’\iota k_{\dot{c}}\iota gtlc\cdot 1_{1}i[4]$ ha.s $r\tau\cdot sc)lvc\cdot cl$ tl $\iota*rc^{1\backslash }\dot{L}\backslash 111tscf$ Gill)($.rt,$ :iiicl $Me$)$s1,t’ 11c^{1}r[1]_{oIt(,]_{1C’I1()-\inf c)rII1:\iota\downarrow i}}()11$
$1)ro1)1en11tsi_{Il}g\{)Ile$-stage look-alleacl riile. $Ta\iota naki[5]$ lias solved tlie full-iriforniatioii prolj-
$1c\cdot II1$ wil,h $twc$) $se^{\tau}1c\cdot c^{\backslash }tio11s1)y(lntIIli(’ r_{c}’\iota 1IlIIli1l).$ . $Thc^{Y}(11arrow C_{\backslash }^{\backslash }\uparrow,\iota\backslash gc^{Y}lc)(k$ -alie$i\iota(1$
riile is a $s;pecialc\cdot ase$ of $t,1_{1}e$ IIlOI $\iota$OtOIl$\mathfrak{k}$’ (as$e^{}$ of Chow et al [6] aiicl is geiierally $(1^{t}1itePff^{\tau}c\cdot tiv()$
to find thc optiiiial stopping rule. For theorein $?Ild$ iisage of the one-stage $1ook- ahc^{1}adr\iota 1le$ ,
Ferguson [7] has $1$)$rovided$ inucli insiglit aiid lIlany exainples.
The optiinal riile for the no-information $sc^{1}cre$tary }$)roblenl$ with $??(\geq 1)$ sclectioiis $c\cdot an$
$1)eS111nIIla1^{\cdot}]_{7_{J}t’}d$ as $fo1]_{\{)}ws:st,ol)(=a\langle(pl)t)t,1_{1(}1$ firs $\dagger$, $relat,ivt^{1}1y$ } $)()st_{1}o\dagger)jec\cdot t$ whi$t11a1$) $1)\epsilon_{e1}$’ rs
aftcr or on $s_{\iota}^{*},$ $whc\cdot rcs_{r’\iota}^{*}$ is a (lctcrliiiue($1tttI1(c^{1}$ of iiitcgcrs, $11(11- inc\cdot r\mathfrak{t}_{i}^{\backslash r}\iota_{\backslash }si11b^{r}i_{11}m$ . $1\downarrowi\backslash \backslash$
kiiowii tliat $fc$)$r1_{c}’\iota rgen,$ $s_{1}^{*}\approx ne^{-1},9_{2}^{*}\approx ne^{-3/2},$ $s_{3}^{*}\approx ne^{-47/4}\sim’,$ $aI\iota d_{9_{4}^{*}}\approx\gamma’(’-\prime 2761/11_{J’}^{r}2(\epsilon_{\grave{)}}C^{\backslash }1^{1}$
$S_{e1}\prime kag_{11}c1_{1}i[4])$ , and for large $\iota$ , tlie $111\mathfrak{c}\backslash xiu11l1111$ ) of obtainiiig tlie $1$)$estol)ject$ wif11
$m$ selections under the optiiiial rnle is $s:/\iota+s_{2}^{*}/n+\cdots+s_{\tau n}^{*}/r\iota$ .
Our motivation has come from that even if the optimal stopping rule of the probleni
with $r\mathfrak{n}(\geq 3)$ selectioiis iiiay be estiiIlatecl withoiit clifficiilty biit it doesii’t seeiii to $t$ ) $e$
ensy to $1^{rc)ve}$ it. One of this clifficulty may be th$e^{}$ fact that when we employ the $(11C^{1}-$
$st:^{\backslash }\iota ge1ook_{-\dot{e}1}1_{1}e_{c}\backslash c1aI)1)roac\cdot 1_{1}w$ . liave becn $(()I1\iota_{ro11}t\mathfrak{c}\cdot(1\dagger)y((IIll)lic\cdot ateclc_{C}\mathfrak{n}1_{Cl1}1at,i()I1\uparrow,()fiIlel$
explicit soliitions of corresponding cliffereiitial or integral $e(1^{11ations}$ siiggested by a coininoii
clyiiamic $I$)$rogranlming$ priiiciple. This article iIltrod$\iota$lces $ea\llcorner sier$ inetliod based on the one-
stage look-ahead $\int nnction$ (defined later) depencliiig on the number $m$ , of selections alld
its recursive relation on $m$ to find the optimal $|stopl)iilg$ r’lle for all $m\geq 1$ , witliout $clirec\cdot t$
solutions of the equations. Ano and Tamaki [8] seems to be first to use this method.
$I_{I1}s_{e(}$ tion 2, we $aI$) $1)ly0\uparrow 1r$ iiietho $c1$ to $t1_{1}e$ probleiii wliere tlie nuinber of objects is a
random $varia1_{J}1e$ witli known distribution $\delta_{k}=P(N=k),$ $k=0,1,$ $\cdots$ and $\pi_{0}=1,$ $\pi_{k}=$
$\sum_{s\geq k}\delta_{\epsilon}$ . This $I$ )$r()1)leIll$ has $l$ ) $PPI1$ st $\iota lclied1)y$ Presiiiaii aiid Soiiiii [11] wlio $iilve^{Y}stigate$ tlie
case with a single selection anel show that iinder the following Presman&Sonin condition
(PS) $\{d_{i}\}_{-1}^{\infty}$ cliaiiges sign exactly oiice froiii negative to iioii-iiegative,
(i.e., if whenever $cl_{i}\geq 0$ then $d_{j}\geq 0$ for $j=i+1,$ $i+2,$ $\cdots$ ) wliere $d_{i} \equiv\delta_{i}-\sum_{J\geq i+1}\delta_{j}/j$
for $i=0,1,$ $\cdots$ and $d_{-1}\equiv-1$ , the one-stage look-ahead rule is optiiiial. We say that the
sequence changes sign once from negative to non-negative, if and only if there exists a $i^{*}$
siich that $d_{i}\geq 0$ for all $i\geq i^{*}$ and $d_{i}<0$ for all $i<i^{*}$ We show under their $($ oiiclition
(PS) the optimal rule for the probleiii with $m$ selections is the saine forin as the oiie for
the no-informatioii secretary prol)$leIil$ with $m$ selectioiis. $\Lambda s$ an exaiii $1$)$1e$ , we $;_{nv\epsilon sti\prime}g_{C}\iota t,c^{1}iIt$
cletails thc case $i_{11}whic\cdot h$ tlie $t()t_{\zeta}\backslash 1n\uparrow lIIl[)Pr,$ $N()f$ obj(’ $($ ts is iiniforiiily $clistrib\iota 1t_{C^{Y}}c1$ on $[$ 1, $N_{0}]$ .
$I_{I1}$ this $c;_{c}’\iota\backslash e$ , wc $sc^{1}c$ that a.s $N_{0}arrow\infty,$ $s_{1}^{*}/N_{0}arrow c^{-2}\approx.13_{\iota 1}^{r}335,$ $s_{2}^{*}/N_{0}arrow e^{-(1+\sqrt{21}/\cdot)}\approx’$’
.079856 and $s_{:;}^{*}/N_{0}arrow e^{-(1+(\sqrt{15+42\sqrt{21}})/9)}\approx.049_{0}^{r}1742$ aii $\iota 1$ for $1_{c}^{r}irgeN_{0}$ tlie $\ln_{t}\gamma_{\Delta}xi_{II111111}$
$probal)ility$ of $01_{J}t_{\tau}\prime ri_{I1}i_{Il}g$ tlie $[)est$ nnder the $oI$) $t,i_{I11:1}1st)iIlg$ ritle is $-((s_{1}^{*}/N_{0})\log(s_{1}^{*}/N_{0})+$
$(s_{2}^{*}/N_{0})\log(s_{2}^{*}/N_{0})+\cdots+(s_{m}^{*}/N_{0})\log(s_{ln}^{*}/N_{0}))$ .
Section 3 considers another pro$1$)$lem$ with imknown number of objects where the $oI_{J-}$
jects arrive according to a $homogeneo\iota ls$ Poisson process with $\iota lnknown$ iiitensity $\lambda$ aiid a
prior exponential distribution, $a$ $\exp\{-a\lambda\}I(\lambda>0)$ where $a$ is a known nonnegative pa-
raiiieter. The objective is to inaxiiiiize the probability of obtaiiiing the best object froiii
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thosc (if any) availat)$1e$ in tlie giveii interval $[0, T]$ . The no-inforiiiation versioii witli $siil$ gle
selectioii is tlie probleiii $stil(liecl$ by Briiss [12], $whic\cdot h$ has $s\iota lc\cdot ceeclecl$ to extencl tlie resiilts
of Cowan and Zabczyk [13] witli kiiown intensity $\lambda$ . Briiss [12] lias shown that the optinial
riile for single selection is stationary aiid to $ac(:el)t$ (if possible) the first relatively best
object after time $(T+a)/e-a$ . Using our approach $ba\llcorner se$($1$ on his develo$I$)$lnents$ and results
with single selection to which we refer in details, we see that tlie optimal stopping riiles
with multiple selec:tions have the following form: the optiiiial rule is to accept(if
possible) the first relatively best object after time $s_{m}^{*}=(T+a)/e^{C^{(m)}}-a$ , where $C^{(m)}$ is
constant. For $a=0$ , it is interesting to see $s_{1}^{*}=T/e,$ $s_{2}^{*}=T/e^{3/2},$ $s_{3}^{*}=T/e^{47/24},$ $\cdots$ COIII-
pared with tlie values $n/e,$ $n/e^{3/2},$ $n/e^{47/24},$ $n/e^{2761/1152}$ of the no-information secretary
problein.
2. Random number of objects
For tlie $1$ ) witli $r_{t}’\iota t1(1on1Inllll|)(’ r, N of ol)jcc\cdot ts,$ $1c^{n}tW_{i}^{(m)}|)(!$ tlie $n1_{C}^{r}\iota xilI111111$
$1)robability$ of obtainiiig the $[)$ est object aiiiong all $N$ objects wlien tve confront a relatively
$[)e_{\ltimes}stot)jcc:t$ at itli observation an(1 $\backslash ve$ can $In_{C}^{r}\iota kemor($. $m$ sclcctions liereaftcr. Siiiiilarly
wlieii we $c_{e}^{r}\iota m$ iiiake iiiore $rn$ selections $i_{I1}$ the future, let $U_{i}^{(rr\iota)}(V_{i}^{(7n)})$ be the corresponcliiig
$I)robal)$ility wheii we acce$I$) $t$ (reje$c\cdot t$ ) the rclatively $bc\cdot st$ obje$c\cdot t$ at ith ot)$servation$. $S\iota lppose$
that ith object is a relat,ively $l$)$estol)j)ct(X_{i}=1)$ . Then the conclitioiial $1$ )$robability$ tliat
ith $ot)ject$ is best of nll $N$ giveii $N\geq i$ is
(2.1) $\sum_{j\geq i}F(X_{i+1}>1, \cdots , X_{j}>1|N=j)P(N=j|N\geq i)=\sum_{j\geq i}\frac{i}{j}\frac{\delta_{j}}{\pi_{i}}$ .
$Th_{P}refore$
(2.2) $U_{i}^{(’\iota)}= \sum_{j\geq i}\frac{i\delta_{j}}{j_{7\Gamma;}}+V_{i}^{(t’\prime-1)}$ ,
wherc $V_{i}^{\langle 0)}=0$ for all $i$ . Assunie we c,onfront a rclativcly 1)est object at ith observation,
then since the conditional $I$)$robability$ that $j$ th object is a ffist relatively best object aftcr
ith object given $N\geq j$ is $(i\pi_{j})/(j(j-1)_{7}r_{i})$ ,
(2.3) $V_{i}^{(nl)}= \sum_{j\geq i}\frac{i\pi_{j}}{j(j-1)\pi_{i}}\mathfrak{s}V_{j}^{(m)}$ .
Throughout this article, the vaciions sum is $\iota’ ssllmed$ to $1$) $e$ zero. By the principk of
$0\})tiIIlalit,y$, we get the dynainic prograiiimiiig equation
(2.4) $W_{i}^{(m)}=nlT\downarrow x\{U_{i}^{\langle m)}, V_{i}^{(m)}\}$ , for $i=1,2,$ $\cdots$ , and $m\geq 1$ .
The one-stage look-ahead rule is the mle that calls for selecting when selecting iiiiinediately
is at least as good as waiting for the next relatively $be^{1}/st$ to appear and then selecting. Thiis
for $i=1,$ $\cdots,$ $n-1$ and $m\geq 1$ , it requires us to select tlie $ith$ object if
(2.5) $g_{i}^{(m)} \equiv U_{i}^{(m)}-\sum_{j=i+1}\frac{i\pi_{j}}{j(j-1)\pi_{i}}U_{j}^{(m)}\geq 0$,
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where $g_{*}^{(0)}=0$ for all $i$ and $g_{-1}^{(m)}\equiv-1$ for all $m\geq 1$ . We define and call $g_{i}^{(n\cdot)}$ the one-stage
look-ahead function. It is well-known that if for fixed $m,$ $\{g_{i}^{(m)}\}_{-1}^{\infty}$ changes sign exactl.$Y$
once $fro\iota n$ negative to $nonarrow negative_{\gamma}$ then the problcui is inonotone in the $s^{\backslash }enf;e$ of $Chc$)$w\epsilon 1$ ,
al. $[\backslash rJ]$ and one-stage look-ahead rule is optimal having the following forin of a thresliold
stopping rule with threshold $s_{m} \equiv\min\{i\geq 1 : g_{i}^{\{M)}\geq 0\}$ given a fixed $m$ :
(2.6) $\tau_{r_{n}}^{(m)}\equiv\min\{k\geq s_{m} : X_{k}=1\}$.
A stopping problem is defincd to be nionotone if the sets for a fixed $m,$ $G_{i}^{\{m)}=$
$\{U_{i}^{\langle m)}\geq E(U_{i+1}^{(\prime n)}|X_{1,}Y:)\}$ are monotone non-decreasing, i.e., $G_{o}^{(m)}\subset G_{1}^{(\cdot\cdot\iota)}C\cdots$
a.s. When the condition (PS) holcis, Presman&Sonin problein with single selection is
nionotone anicl one-stage look-aheffi rulc is optimaJ which is a threshold rule $\tau_{s|}^{(1)}$ with
threshc 11 $s\ddagger=$ itiin$\{i\geq 1 : g_{i}^{(1)}\geq ()\}$ . The following theoreni tells $11S$ lhat rmder $tl\iota e$
condition (PS), Presman&Sonin problem with multiple selections is also monotone.
Theorem 1. I $e$ dist7 ution of the number of objects $\epsilon atisfies$ the Presman $\mathcal{E}j$
Sonin’s co$nd’|tion$ (PS), then the optimal rule for the pmblem $w$ random number of
objects when we make $n$ more $\epsilon ele(,\cdot tions$ is $a$ $t$ resho $ld$ $e\tau_{s_{n}^{*}}^{(m)_{f}}$ where $s_{m}^{*}$ can be specified
($\iota ss_{m}^{*}=\iota ni_{I1}\{i\geq 1: g_{i}^{(m)}\geq 0\}$ . And $s_{m}^{*}$ is non-i $\dagger,cr(/aoing$ in $rn$ .
Pmof. It is shown by $iI1_{C}1iiction$ )$nm1,:1SC_{J}^{\backslash }d$ on $)nc$-stagc $1oc$ k-ahe$\cdot$ $\iota c1$ fimction. When
$m=1$ , tlie assertion is tlie result of $Prc^{s}s\iota nan\$ Soiiin [11]. As induction $hy1$) $ot1_{1}.s\epsilon s_{r}w\cdot e$
assume that for fixed $m\geq 1,$ $\{g_{i}^{\{m)}\}_{-1}^{\infty}$ changes sign once &om negative to non-negative,and
for fixed $i\geq 1$ and all $m\geq 1,$ $g_{i}^{(m+1)}\geq g_{*}^{(m)}$ . Consequently we assume $r_{\epsilon_{\dot{m}}}^{\langle m)}$ is optimal
rule and $s_{m}^{*}\geq s_{r\iota+1}^{*}$ . These hypotlieses imply that since when $i\geq s_{m}^{*}$ , $W_{i}^{(m)}=U_{*}^{(m)}$ and
$V_{:}^{(m)}= \sum_{j\geq i}(i\pi_{j}/(j(j-1)\pi_{*}\cdot))U_{j}^{(m)}$ and when $i<s_{m}^{*},$ $W_{i}^{(m)}=V_{i}^{(m)}$ ,
(2.7) $W_{i}^{(}$ $V_{i}^{(m)}=g_{i}^{(m)}I(i\geq s_{m}^{*})$ , $i=1,2,$ $\cdots$ ,
where $I(A)$ represents the indicator function of the event $A$ .
On the other hand, &om (2.5)
$g_{i}^{(m+1)}= \sum_{j\underline{>}i}\frac{i\delta_{j}}{j\pi_{i}}+\sum_{j\geq i}\frac{i\pi_{j}}{j(j\sim 1)\pi_{i}}W_{j}|n)-\sum_{j\geq i}\frac{i\pi_{j}}{j(j-1)\pi_{i}}\{\sum_{k\geq j}\frac{j\delta_{k}}{k\pi_{j}}+V_{j}^{(m)}\}$
$=g_{i}^{(1)}+ \sum_{j\geq i}\frac{\iota’\pi_{j}}{j(j-1)\pi_{i}}\{’$ ,
whcre $g_{*}^{(.1)}= \sum_{j\geq i}(id_{j})/(j\pi_{i})$ .
$Su\dagger\supset stituting(2.7)$ into the above equation,
(2.8) $g_{i}^{(m+1)}=g_{i}^{(1)}+ \sum_{J\geq\max(1+1,s_{\dot{m}})}\frac{i\pi_{j}}{j(j-1)\pi_{i}}g_{j}^{(m\}}$ .
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It is convenient for the induction to condider the function $h_{i}^{(m)}=(\pi;/i)g_{:}^{(m)}$ for $i\geq 1$
ancl $m\geq 1$ . Then the induction hypotheses red11$(,e$ to:(Al) for fixed $m\geq 1,$ $\{h_{i}^{(m)}\}_{-1}^{\infty}$
changes sign exactle once ffom negative to $non- negatii\prime e_{2}$ and (A2) for fixed $i\geq 1$ and all
$m\geq 1,$ $!^{\prime n+1)}\geq h_{i}^{(m)}$ . Note that $s_{m}^{*}$ can $1$) $e$ written as $s_{m}^{*}=I\dot{m}u\{i\geq 1 : h_{i}^{(m)}\geq 0\}$ md
$s_{2’ l}^{*}\geq s_{n\iota+1}^{*}$ . Now $e$( $1^{11\dot{\epsilon}t\}ion}(2.8)$ redtices $tc$)
(2.9) $l \iota_{i’}^{(n+1)}=h_{i}^{(1)}+\sum_{J\geq Ina\zeta(i+1,s_{\dot{m}})}\frac{1}{/^{l}-1}h_{j}^{(m)}$ ,
where $h_{i}^{(1)}= \sum_{j\geq i}d_{j}/j$ and $h_{-1}^{\langle\cdot n)}\equiv-1$ for $aUm\geq 1$ .
When $m=1$ , under the condition (PS), $/\iota_{i}^{(1)}$ satisfies (ARl). By virtue of (2.7) we
find
(2.10) $h_{i}^{(2)}-h_{i}^{(1)}= \sum_{i\geq ma\backslash (i+1,e1)}\frac{1}{j}h_{j}^{(1)}\geq 0$.
because for $j\geq s_{1}^{*},$ $h_{1}^{(.1)}$ is non-negative. Hence the hy]$)othesis$ (AR2) holds for $r\iota=1$ .
$\backslash \iota_{e}^{\gamma}$ shall coiitinue the induction. $\backslash \iota^{r}hei1i+1\geq s_{m}^{*}$ , from tlie induction llypotheses we
have $h_{i}^{(m)}\geq 0$. Then the second hypothcsis (AIt2) $i_{\ln\iota)}1ies$ that for $j\geq i+1$ ,
(2.11) $0\leq h_{i}^{(m)}\leq h_{i}^{(m+1)}\Rightarrow 0\leq h_{j}^{\{m)}\leq h_{j}^{(m+1)}$
When $i+1\leq s_{m}^{*},$ $\tau vc$ have $h_{i}^{\{m)}\leq 0$, which $inlI$)$lies$ froni the hypothesis (AR2) that
$h_{i}^{(1)}\leq 0$ . Then since $h_{i}^{(1)}\leq 0$ implies $d_{i}\leq 0$ , we have for $i+1\leq s_{m}^{*}$ ,
(2.12) $/\iota_{i+1}^{(m+1)}-h_{i}^{(m+1)}=h_{i+1}^{(1)}-h_{i}^{(1)}=-d_{i}/i\geq 0$.
Therefore the hrst hypothesis holds with $m$ replaced by $m+1$ . Now $h_{i}^{(m+2)}$ can be written
as
(2.13) $h_{i}^{(m+2)}=h_{i}^{(1)}+ \sum_{J\geq\max(i+1,\iota_{m+1}^{*}\rangle}\frac{1}{j-1}h_{j}^{(\mathfrak{n}\iota+1)}$ .
dug tlie $diffei\cdot c^{s}uc\cdot e$ the $A’|)ov\epsilon e(1^{(t_{C}ttiouflo111}(3.7)$ ,
(2.14) $h_{i}^{(n\iota+2)}-h_{i}^{(m+1)} \geq\sum_{i\geq\max(i+1,s_{m+1}^{s})}\frac{1}{J\prime-1}\{h_{j}^{\langle m+1\rangle}-h_{j}^{(\tau n)}\}\geq 0$ ,
The first inequality follows from $s_{m}^{*}\geq s_{m+1}^{*}$ and the last one follows from the hypothesis
(AR2). Heiice the $1$) $r_{U}of$ is $COllll)leted$ .
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$P_{t}i_{6_{\grave{\iota}}’iO11},$ $g1$
’ distril $tlt;\neg$ tlie $c(’ 11(1it,i_{1’ 11}$ (PS) $(st^{1}\iota\cdot P_{1}\cdot es\iota 11$\v{c}m
aud Sonin [11] $)$ . As an exainple we study lhe mliforlll $(1i_{fj}trib_{\backslash }ution$ in details.
Uniform $ca9e$ : The total number, $N$ of objects is assumed to be uniformly distribiitecl
on $[$ 1, $N_{0}]$ . Thus for $k=1,2,$ $\cdots,$ $\delta_{k}=1/A_{0}^{\gamma}$ and $\pi_{k}=(A_{0}^{\tau}-k+1)/N_{0}$ . Then tlie condition
(PS) is etisily verified, since $d_{i}=(1/N_{\dot{0}})(1- \sum_{i=i+1}^{N_{0}}(1/j)),$ $i=0,1,$ $\cdots,$ $N_{0},$ $w1\iota ic\cdot 1_{1}$ is
increasing in $i$ . We need another niodificalion. Let $H_{i}^{(n\iota)}=N_{0}h_{i}^{(m)}(=((N_{0}-i+1)/i)g_{i}^{(n\iota)})$
for all $tt$ . Then from (2.9)
(2.15) $H_{i}^{(m+1)}= \cdot H_{i}^{(1)}+\sum_{j=\max(i+1,s_{\dot{m}})}^{N_{0}}\frac{1}{j}H_{j}^{(m)}$,
where $H_{i}^{\langle 1)}= \sum_{j=1}(1/j)(1-\sum k=J+1(1/k))$ . $1f$ wc let $i/N_{0}arrow x$ and write $H^{\langle m)}(x)=$
$\lim_{N_{0}}H_{i}^{\langle m)}$ , where $i=i(N_{0})$ . and $\overline{s}_{m}^{*}\Rightarrow$ liin$N_{o^{S^{*}}m}/N_{0}$ , a Riemann approximation to tlie
$ec\downarrow\iota latioli(2.1_{t}^{r_{)}})$ yields
(2.16) $H^{(m+1)}(x)=H^{(.1)}(x)+ \int_{\max(x,s_{m}^{*})}^{1}\frac{1}{y}H^{(m)}(y)d_{l}/$ ,
where
(2.17) $H^{(1)}(x)=- \frac{1}{2}\downarrow og^{2}x-\log x$ .
Since $\overline{s}_{m}^{*}(\overline{s}_{0}^{r}\equiv 1)$ is $u\iota iique$ solution $x$ betwcen $0$ and $F_{m-1}^{*}$ of the cquation $H^{(rn)}(x)=0$ ,
(2.18) $\overline{s}_{m}^{*}=\exp\{-(1+\sqrt{1+2C^{(m)}})\}$ ,
where $C^{(1)}\equiv 0$ and
(2.19) $C^{(m)}= \cdot\int_{\overline{\epsilon}_{m-l}}^{1}\frac{1}{y}H^{(n-1)}(y)dy$ .
Therefore we have $\overline{s}_{1}=e^{-2}\approx$ . 135336 and
(2.20) $C^{(2)}=l_{-l}^{1} \frac{1}{y}(\sim\frac{1}{2}\log^{2}y-1gy)dy=\frac{2}{3}$ .
Then by $(2.18),we$ see $\tilde{s}_{2}^{*}=e^{-(1+fi\overline{1}/3)}\approx.079856$ . Using (2.16) and (2.17), we have
$H^{\langle 2)}(x)=\{\begin{array}{ll}-\frac{1}{2}l^{\eta}og^{\sim}x-\log x+\frac{2}{\theta}, x\leq e^{-2}\frac{1}{b} Iog3 x-\log x, x\geq e^{-2}.\end{array}$
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$Slil)stitutingH^{(2)}(x)$ int,o (2.19),
$C^{(3)}= \int_{\overline{e};}^{e^{-2}}\frac{1}{y}(-\frac{1}{2}\log^{2}y-\log y+\frac{2}{3})dy+.\int_{e^{-2}}^{1}\frac{1}{y}(\frac{1}{6}\log^{3}y-\log y)dy$
(2.21) $= \frac{1}{3}+\frac{7}{27}\sqrt{21}$ ,
where we use the relation– $\log^{2}\overline{s}_{2}^{*}-\log\overline{s}_{2}^{*}+\frac{2}{3}=0$ . By (2.18), we have $\overline{s}_{3}^{*}=\exp\{-(1+$
$(\sqrt{3_{\theta}^{r}+42\sqrt{21}})/9)\}\approx.04951742$ .
$Cor\cdot ollary1$ . When $th_{l}$, total number objects $ha\theta$ a uniform $distr\dot{\tau,}$bution on $[$1, $N_{0}]$ , the
limitin9 maximnm probability o$\int$ obtaining the best $ol_{\acute{J}}\prime ect$ under the optimal rwle for the
problem $w$ $m.$ elec $on,s$ is given $by-(\overline{s}_{1}^{*}\log\overline{s}_{1}^{*}+\overline{s}_{2}^{*}\log\overline{s}_{2}^{*}+\cdots$ $\overline{s}$ $\log_{\tilde{9}_{m}^{*}})$ .
$Proo \int$. Let $v_{i}^{(m)}=((N_{0}-i+1)/i)V_{i}^{(m)}$ and $u_{*}^{(.m)}=((N_{0}-i+1)/i)U_{1}^{(m)}$ , then we
have
(2.22) $\iota\prime_{i}^{1\prime n)}=\sum_{j=i+1}^{A_{0}’}\frac{1}{.j-1}\ddagger n:1Xt_{jj’}^{\gamma t?}(rr),’(\iota)\}_{t}\backslash 1\downarrow(t\tau\iota_{;}^{(n)}=\sum_{i=i^{\backslash }}^{N_{0}}1\tilde{i}+\{)\langle n-1)i’$ .
The optimal mle with a thresliolcl $s_{m}^{*}$ gives
$v_{i}^{(m)}\subset\{\begin{array}{ll}\sum_{j=i+1}^{s,-1}\frac{1}{j-1}v_{j}^{(m)}+\sum_{j=e_{\dot{m}}\tilde{j}}^{No1}u_{j}^{(m)}, i\leq s_{m}^{*}-1,\sum_{j\frac{0}{\sim}r;_{\mathfrak{n}J}^{1u_{j}^{(m)}}}^{N}, i\geq s_{n}^{*}-1.\end{array}$
Then we have the $fo11_{1^{O}}wing$ relation
(2.23) $v_{1}^{(m)}=2v_{2}^{(m)}=3v_{3}^{\langle m)}=\cdots=(s_{fn}^{*}-1)v_{s_{\dot{m}}-1}^{(m)}$ .
Thus the maximiim probability is given by
(2.24) $V_{1}^{(m)}= \frac{1}{N_{0}}v_{1}^{(m)}=\frac{s_{m}^{*}-1}{N_{0}}v_{\epsilon_{\dot{m}}-1}^{(m)}$ .
If we let $i/N_{0}arrow x$ and write $v^{(m)}(x),u^{(m)}(x)aJid\tilde{s}_{m}^{*}$ as $1 iii1_{N_{O}}v_{i//N_{0}}^{(m)}\lim_{N_{0}}uA_{0}^{\gamma}’!^{m)}$ md
liinN$o^{8^{*}}m/N_{0},$ $\mathfrak{n}’c$ liave




From (2.24), the liiniting probability is given $t$)$y\overline{s}_{m}^{*}v^{(m)}(\overline{s}_{m}^{*})(\equiv a^{(m)}, a^{(0)}\equiv 0)$ . Tlius
(2.25) $a^{(n)}= \overline{s}_{m}^{*}.\int_{\overline{\epsilon}_{\dot{m}}}^{1}\frac{1}{y}u^{(m)}(y)dy$.
On the other $h_{\partial J}id,\tilde{s}_{n}^{*}$ satisfies the $e(1^{\iota 1ation}$
(2.26) $l_{\dot{m}}^{1} \frac{1}{y}dy+v^{(m-1)}(\tilde{s}_{m}^{*})-\int_{5_{\dot{m}}}^{1}\frac{1}{y}u^{(m)}(y)dy=0$ .
Now we know from (2.23) tliat $v^{(n-1)}(0+)=xv^{\langle\prime\prime\iota-1)}(x)fcrx\in(0, \tilde{s}_{n-1}^{*}]$. $H_{C11C(}\backslash$
(2.27) $a^{(rr\iota-1)}=\overline{s}_{m-1}^{*}v^{(m-1)}(\overline{s}_{m-1}^{*})=\overline{9}_{m}^{*}v^{(n\iota-1)}(\tilde{s}_{m}^{*})$.
Substituting (2.25) into (2.26) aiid $us\wedge ing(2.27)$ ,
$a^{(m)}=a^{(fn-1)}-\tilde{s}_{m}^{*}\log\tilde{s}_{rn}^{*}$ ,
which yielcls the desired result.
$\mathbb{R}\cdot om$ this corollary, as $N_{0}arrow\infty$ we see the inaxiinum probabilities $W_{1}^{(1)}arrow.270670$ ,
$tV_{1}^{(2)}arrow.472509$, and $\uparrow V_{1}^{(3)}arrow.621329$ for the probleiii with one, two and three selections
respectively.
3. Poisson arrival model
Let $\tau_{1},$ $\tau_{2},$ $\cdots dellote$ the arrival times of a Poissoii process in clironological order and
let $\{N(t)\}_{t\geq 0}$ be the corresponcling cormting process. For the unknown intensity $\lambda$ of
$t1_{1e}\iota)rocess$ , we $s11pI)ose$ a $1^{1ri_{0}rex}1)onentia](1istri1)\iota J_{-}$tion a $\epsilon,x1$)$\{-a\lambda\}I(\lambda>0)$ where $a$ is a
known nonnegative piiraineter. $Bri1_{\iota}ss[12]$ has silcce$()de$( $1$ to show that the $oI$)$timal$ stoppiiig
$r\iota ile$ whicJi inaxiiiiizes tho $1$)$rot)al)ility$ of obtaining tlie $\mathfrak{j}$)est object in tlie given tiuie $iiltc^{t}rv_{\dot{t}}r1$
$[0, T]$ with single selcction is to $ac:cept$ (if possible) the relatively best object after time
$(T+a)/e-a$ . Here we consider the Briiss’s problem with multiple selections. As is shown in
Bruss, the posterior distribution of $N(T)$ generated by $\tau_{1},$ $\cdots,$ $\tau_{i}$ only depends on the values
of $i$ and $\tau_{i}$ and $e(1^{iials}$ negative binomial distribution with paraiiieters $(i, (s+a)/(T+a))$ ,
that is, for $0\leq s\leq T$ ,
$P(N(T)=n|\tau_{1}=t_{1}, \cdots, \tau_{i-1}=t_{i-1}, r_{i}=s)=P(N(T)=r\iota|\tau_{i}=\theta)$
(3.1) $= (\begin{array}{l}ni\end{array})(\frac{s+a}{T+a})^{i+1}(1-\frac{s+a}{T+a})^{n-i}$ .
Let $W_{i}^{(m)}(s)$ denote the maximum $prol$)$ability$ of $obt_{t}\backslash ining$ the best object wlien we
confront the relatively best object which is ith object arriving at time $s(0<s\leq T)$ and we
can select niore $m(\geq 1)$ objects hereafter. Siinilarly if $m$ more selections are allowed, let
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$l/^{-(m)}:(s)(V_{i}^{(m)}(s))$ be the correspondmg probability when we accept (reject) the relatively
best object which is $j$ th object arriving at time $s$ . $Usiilg$ Bnis.s’s result we havc
$U_{i}^{(m)}(s)= \sum_{\sim}(i/r\iota)P(N(T)=n|\tau;=s)+V_{2}^{(rn-1)}(9)rz>i$
.
(3.2) $= \frac{s+a}{T+a}+1_{i}^{r(m-1)}’(s)$ .
Denote the transition probability given prior exponential distribution that $(i+k)$th object
arriving at timc $s+u$ is tlie first rclativcly best object after ith object which is thc rclatively
best arrived at time $s$ by $p_{(i,s)}^{(k_{1}u)}$ , then we have
(3.3) $V_{i}^{(m)}(s)= \int_{0}^{z^{v}-c\backslash }\sum_{k\geq 1}I^{J_{\dot{(}i,s)}}(k_{1l})W_{i+k}^{(rr\iota)}(s+u)r1\tau A$
and for $k\geq 1,0<u<T-s$ ,
$p_{(i,\epsilon)}^{(k,u)}= \int_{0}^{\infty}\frac{\lambda e^{-\lambda\iota I}(\lambda\iota\iota)^{k-1}}{(k-1)!}\frac{\dot{|,}}{(i+k-1)(i+k)}\frac{c^{s^{-\lambda(s+a)}}(\lambda)^{i}(s+a)^{i+1}}{i!}d\lambda$
(3.4) $= \frac{9+0}{(s+n+1l)^{2}}(\begin{array}{ll}i+k -2k\cdot-l \end{array})( \frac{9+tt}{s+a+c/})^{i}(\frac{ll}{s+a+lJ})^{k-1}$ ,
$whe^{1}1_{PV^{t}Pap\})}1y$ the equation $\int_{0}^{\infty_{\lambda^{k+t_{T,X}}}}.1$)$\{-\lambda(s+a+n)\}d\lambda=\Gamma(k+i+1)/(s+a+u)^{k+i+1}$
to the right hand side of the rst equation above. Thcn we have the dyuamic programming
$e(1^{\iota 1a\uparrow,ion}$ for $i,$ $’ n\geq 1,0<s\leq T$ ,
(3.5) $W_{i}^{(m)}(s)=\iota nax\{U_{i}^{(m)}(s), V_{i}^{(m)}(s)\}$ ,
with $bo\iota lndarycondll,1onslV_{i}^{\{m)}(T)=1$ for $i,$ $m\geq 1$ and $W_{i}^{(0)}(s)=0$ for all $i$ and $s$ . Lct
$g_{;}^{(m)}(s)$ be thc $one- st_{t}age$ look-ahead Junction, tha(, is,
$g_{i}^{(m)(m)}(s) \equiv L\prime_{i}(s)-\int_{0}^{T-\backslash }.\sum_{k\geq 1}p_{(i,s)}^{(k,u)}U_{i+k}^{(m)}(s+u)du$
$= \frac{s+a}{T+a}-\int_{0}^{T\sim_{c}}.\sum_{k\geq 1}p_{(*,s)}^{(k,u)}(\frac{s+a+u}{T+a})du$
$+ \int_{0}^{T-s}\sum_{k\geq 1}p_{(1s)}^{(k,u)}\{tV_{i+k}^{(m-1)}(s+u)-V_{i+k}^{\langle m-1)}(s+u)\}d\iota\iota$
$=( \frac{s+a}{T+u})\{1+\log(\frac{s+a}{T+a})\}$
(3.6) $+ \int_{0}^{T-s}\sum_{k>1,\sim}p_{(i,s)}^{(k_{\sim}u)}\{W_{i+k}^{(m\sim 1)}(s+u)-V_{i+k}^{(m-1)}(s+u)\}du$,
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wlicre we use $\sum_{k\geq 1}p_{(i,s)}^{(k,\iota\iota)}=(s+a)/(s+a+u)^{2}$ (indel)endent$1y$ of $i)^{\vee}$ since $I^{y_{(i_{\backslash ^{q}})}^{(k_{4},.u)}}=$
$(s+a)/(s+a+n)^{2}x$ {negative binoinial distribution with $para\iota ileters(k,$ $u/(s+a+n))$ }.
Theorem 2. The optimal rule $\int or$ the problem with mndom arrivals $0\iota[0, T]\int ollou\prime ing$
a Poisson process at intensity $\lambda>0$ having an exponential distmbution with rate pammeter
$a\geq 0$ when we can select $n$ more objerts $hereafl,er$ is to accept(if possible) the first relatively
best object $a \int ter$ time $s_{m}^{*}=(T+a)/e^{C^{\{m)}}-a(s_{0}^{*}\equiv T)$ , where $C^{(m)}$ is constant.
$Proo \int$. Let $h!^{m)}(s)=((T+a)/(s+a))g_{i}^{(m)}(s)$ . As induction hypotheses, we’issiuiie
that $h_{i}^{(m)}(s)$ is independent of $i$ and for fixed $m$
$(AP1)$ $h^{(m)}(s)\geq 0\Rightarrow h^{(m)}(s+u)\geq 0$ for $u\in[0, T-s]$ ,
$h^{(\prime n)}(s)$ for $s\in(O, s_{m\sim 1}^{*}]$ has the following forni,
$(AP2)$ $h^{(\prime n)}(s)=C^{(rn)}+ \log(\frac{9+a}{T+a})$ ,
whcre $C^{\langle\prime n)}$ is constant, and for all $m$
$(AP3)$ $h^{(m+1)}(s)\geq h^{(m)}(s)$ .
Ftom these hypotheses, we have $s_{m}^{*}= \inf\{0<s\leq s_{m-1}^{*} : h^{(m)}(s)\geq 0\}=(T+$
$a)/e^{c^{\{m)}}-a_{t}\backslash 11(1$
$tV_{i+k}^{\{r\prime\iota)}(s+\uparrow\iota)-\nu_{i+’k}^{(\cdot r)}’(s+u)=g^{()}\prime\prime(s+\uparrow\iota)1(9+\downarrow\downarrow\geq s_{tt}^{*})$,
(3.7) $=( \frac{s+l\ell+a}{T+a})l\iota^{1\prime\prime\iota)}(s+t\iota)I(s+u\geq s_{m}^{*})$ ,
which follows when $s+u\geq s_{n\iota}^{*}$ ,
$W_{i+k}^{(m)}(s+u) arrow\sim(s+u\rangle, |_{i+k}^{r(m)}’(s+u)=\int_{0}^{T\sim\epsilon}\sum_{k\cdot\geq 1}p_{(i,\epsilon)}^{(11}U_{i+k}^{(m)}(s+u)duk,)$ .
Substituting (3.7) int$()(3.6)$ ,
$h_{i}^{(m+1)}(s)=h^{(1)}(s)+( \frac{T+a}{s+a})\int_{s_{\iota}’,-n)}^{T\sim}\delta\sum_{k\geq 1}I_{(i,\epsilon)}^{y^{(k,u)}}h^{(rn)}(s++u)du$
$=h^{(1)}(s)+( \frac{T+a}{s+a})\int_{n_{\dot{m}}\sim s)}^{T\sim s}+\frac{s+a}{(s+u+a)^{2}}\frac{\epsilon+u+}{T+a}a$ $h^{(m)}(s+u)du$
(3.8) $=l^{(1)}’,(s)+. \int_{t^{l}:_{n}-s)}^{z^{\gamma}\sim\epsilon}+\frac{1}{\epsilon+\dagger\iota+a}/\iota^{(m)}(s+u)du(\equiv h^{(rn+1)}(s))$,
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being independently $i$ , where
(3.9) $h^{(1)}(s)=1+ \log(\frac{s+a}{T+a})$ ,
which is increasing in $s$ . Therefore $h^{(1)}(s)$ satisfies the hypotheses (APl) md (AP2) with
$C^{(1)}\equiv 1$ . Sincc $h^{(1)}(s)$ is non-ncgative for $s\geq s_{1}^{*}$ , by virtue of (3.8)
$h^{(2)}(s)-h^{(1)}(s)= \int_{(s\downarrow-s)}^{T-s}+\frac{1}{s+\uparrow\iota+u}h^{(1)}(s+u)d\iota\iota\geq 0$.
Thus the hypothesis (AP3) holds for $n=1$ .
To $COln1^{1,te})$($s$ thc indtic,tion, we shall sliow that tliese $1_{1}y1$)othcses liold for $mrc^{1}\iota$) $1_{\ell}\gamma lC(1$
by $n+1$ . Recalling (3.8), for $\epsilon\leq s_{m}^{*}=(T+a)/e^{C^{\{m)}}-n$
$h^{(m+1)}(s)=h^{(1)}(s)+ \int_{(T+a)/e^{c1^{m)}}-a-s}^{T-s}\frac{1}{s+u+a}h^{(n)}(s+u)d\iota\iota$
(3.10) $= \log(\frac{s+a}{T+c\iota})+C^{(\prime n+1)}$ ,
$whc\cdot r(’$
(3.11) $C^{(m+1)}=1+l_{-C(m)}^{1} \frac{1}{v}h^{(n)}((T+a,)v-a)dv$ ,
where we change the variable from $(s+u+a)/(T+a)$ to $v$ in the integrand iu (3.10).
(3.10) states (AP2) holds witli $mrepla\epsilon ecl$ by $rn+1$ . Now we see $h^{(m+1)}(s)$ is iIlcrea$\llcorner$sing
in $s\in(0, s_{m}^{*}]$ . On the other hand, for $s\in[s_{m}^{*},T],$ $h^{(\tau n+1)}(s)$ is non-negative because by
the hypotliesis (AP3)
$0\leq h^{(m)}(s)\leq h^{(\tau n+1)}(s)$ .
Hence we have
(3.12) $h^{(m+1)}(s)\geq 0\Rightarrow h^{(m+1)}(s+u)\geq 0$ for $u\in[0,T-s]$ ,
which states (APl) $h(()lds$ with $m$ replaced by $m+1$ . Now $h^{(m+2)}(s)$ can be written as
(3.13) $h^{(m+2)}(s)=h^{(1)}(s)+ \int_{\epsilon_{n+1}-s)+}^{T-\epsilon}\frac{1}{s+l1+a}h^{(m+1)}(s+u)du$.
Takiiig the difference the above $\cross’$luation from (3.8)
$h^{(m+2)}(s)-l \iota^{(m+1)}(s)\geq\int_{s_{m+1}^{*}-s)}^{T-s}+\frac{1}{s+u+a}\{h^{(m+1)}(s+u)-h^{(m)}(s+u)\}du\geq 0$ ,
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wliere the first inequality coiiies from $s_{rn}^{*}\geq s_{m+1}^{*}$ and the second one coines from the
hypothesis (AP3). Thiis (AP3) holds for $aUm$ and the proof completes.
As shown in the proof, $s_{1}^{*}=(T+a)/e-a$ . IJIrom (3.11),
(3.14) $C^{(2)}=1+l_{\sim 1}^{1} \frac{1}{v}h^{(1)}((T+a)v-a)dv=1+\int_{\epsilon^{\vee 1}}^{1}\frac{1}{v}\{1+\log v\}c1v=1+\frac{1}{2}$ .
Tlicn $s_{2}^{*}=(T+a)/e^{3/2}-a$ . By virtue of (3.8),
$h^{(2)}(s)=\{\begin{array}{ll}\frac{3}{2}+\log(\frac{\ell+u}{2^{\backslash }+a}), 0<s\leq s_{2}^{*},1_{\tilde{2}}^{1}-\log^{2}(\frac{s+a}{I+a}), \epsilon_{l}^{*}\leq s\leq T.\end{array}$
$S_{lt[,\iota}\backslash \tit_{11}t,it,1_{1(\eta}1)(vt\cdot i_{11}|_{1}(’(3.11),$ $fcr\theta\leq\theta_{l}^{k}$
(3.15) $C^{(3)}=1+ \int_{\epsilon^{\sim 3/2}}^{\epsilon^{-1}}\frac{1}{v}(\frac{3}{2}+\log v)dv+\int_{e^{arrow 1}}^{1}\frac{1}{v}(1-\frac{1}{2}$ log2 $\tau))clv=1+\frac{23}{24}$ .
Then $s_{3}^{*}=(T+a)/e^{47/24}-a$ .
For $a=0$ , it is of interest to conipare the $val\iota tes9_{1}^{*}=T/e\approx.367879T,$ $s_{2}^{*}=T/e^{3/2}\approx$
$22313T,$ $9_{3}^{*}=T/e^{47/24}\approx.141093T$ , with the threshold values $n/e\approx.367879’\iota,$ $n/e^{3/2}$
$\approx.22313\iota,$ $r\iota/e^{47/24}\approx.141093n$ , of the no-inforination case.
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